
THE UNITED KINGDOM



The United Kingdom
The United Kingdom includes Great 
Britain, Northern Ireland and several 
archipelagos.
Great Britain is divided into three regions: 
England, Wales and Scotland. The territory 
of the United Kingdom has a long shape, 
and is mainly occupied by plains and hills.



FLIGHT                                                       
BOLOGNA-LONDON
This flight is from Bologna to London.

We started at 6:30 p.m and we arrived at 7.30 
p.m.

We flew with Ryanair

In total we paid 156£.



Hotel in London
Cromwell International Hotel
The hotel is just a few kilometres from the city 
centre. The rooms are very comfortable, 
inside the room there is everything you need, 
toothbrushes, soap, towels, hair dryer etc..
The breakfast is fantastic, there is an endless 
variety of food and drinks! 
The location of the hotel is fantastic, it’s 
within walking distance from the metro and 
close to the hotel there are plenty of things to 
visit!
The price for a room is 31£ for one night. It 
cost very little!   
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g186338-d192104-Review
s-Cromwell_International_Hotel-London_England.html

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g186338-d192104-Reviews-Cromwell_International_Hotel-London_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g186338-d192104-Reviews-Cromwell_International_Hotel-London_England.html


Restaurant in London
Giraffe

The restaurant is in a fantastic location.
The food is very good, and there is a wide 
choice.
for what we have, ate we spent even little! 
we spent around 30£

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g18
6338-d1751194-Reviews-Giraffe-London_England.
html

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d1751194-Reviews-Giraffe-London_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d1751194-Reviews-Giraffe-London_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d1751194-Reviews-Giraffe-London_England.html


WATERPARK IN LONDON
ALTON TOWERS WATERPARK
It is one of the largest water parks in the world, 
with about 3 million  people visiting in a year.

Rides and attractions
-Lagoona Bay - The main tropical pool
-Wacky Waterworks Treehouse - A wooden 'treehouse' 
with water cannons,
-The Little Leak - A mini Lagoona Bay for little children.
-Bubbly Wubbly Pool - An outdoor heated pool  e 
whirlpool.
-Volcanic Springs - Indoor heated hot pool.
-Lazy River (Calypso Creek)  where it takes you 
underneath water       jets and buckets of water.
-Flash Floods - Outdoor pool with two slides 
-The Tipping Bucket - A very big bucket is filled with 
1000 litres of water and then tips its contents over 
people standing below.



FLIGHT LONDON-MANCHESTER
This flight is from London to Manchester.

We started at 12.00 p.m and arrived at 13.05 p.m.

We flew with British Airways.

We paid 150£



Hotel in Manchester
Regency Guesthouse

This b&b is very welcoming.
there is everything you need for a couple 
of days and the location is very 
convenient.

For a couple of days we spent 64 euros!
very little!

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g1
87069-d13856991-Reviews-Regency_Gue
sthouse-Manchester_Greater_Manchester

_England.html

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g187069-d13856991-Reviews-Regency_Guesthouse-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g187069-d13856991-Reviews-Regency_Guesthouse-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g187069-d13856991-Reviews-Regency_Guesthouse-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotel_Review-g187069-d13856991-Reviews-Regency_Guesthouse-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html


Restaurant in Manchester
Dive bar & grill

It’s a great place!
The terrace is gorgeous.
The food is very good and also here there is 
a great variety of choice.
we spent even here very little!
Only 37 euros

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g1870
69-d21305468-Reviews-Dive_Bar_Grill-Manchester_
Greater_Manchester_England.html

https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g187069-d21305468-Reviews-Dive_Bar_Grill-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g187069-d21305468-Reviews-Dive_Bar_Grill-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Restaurant_Review-g187069-d21305468-Reviews-Dive_Bar_Grill-Manchester_Greater_Manchester_England.html


HEATON PARK MANCHESTER
Heaton Park is the largest park in Greater 
Manchester and England, as well as one of 
the largest park in Europe, covering an 
area of over 600 acres.

There is an old 18th century neoclassical 
mansion, Heaton Hall. 

It was rebuilt by James Wyatt in 1772 and is 
open to the public today.


